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Abstract
In this paper we show how multi–theory meta–logic programming techniques can be applied to the realization of multi–agent systems which solve real–world complex problems, in which the integration of heterogeneous software environments could be necessary. We have defined a language named ACLPL (i.e., Agent Constraint Logic Programming Language) implemented in the constraint logic programming language Eclipse and extending standard (constraint) logic programming. ACLPL provides an environment in which the global knowledge is partitioned into theories (i.e., agents) and also primitives for communication among agents, updating of an agent’s knowledge base and simulation of the execution of a multi–agent system. Our final aim is to realize a specification tool for multi–agents systems using logic programming techniques as well as software engineering ones. At the moment, the approach we use to obtain an executable specification is simple: we identify the set of agents the application needs and give a high–level informal description of the interactions among agents, then we implement each agent by means of a different logical theory, translating the static specification (given by a transition function describing the behaviour of the agent) into ACLPL. Finally we execute the obtained system, to test the implementation choices. As a demonstration of our approach we present a planner for goods transportation: four kinds of agents, Client, Agency, Distributor and Transporter interact to plan the delivery of goods from a place to another.
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1 Introduction
The agent paradigm has become, in the last few years, an important developing methodology for complex applications, involving problems like coordination, communication, sharing and integration of knowledge. The advantage of this technology is the ability of modelling heterogeneous programming environments, composed of different distributed components, an its drawback is the lack of standard methods to build the desired system, defining and putting together the various parts, using techniques of software engineering that permit a formal specification of the system’s behaviour; formal specification systems and languages could be useful, but they are still quite unused.

Our final goal is to realize a specification tool for multi–agent systems, using a logical approach. We see two main advantages in the methodology we are developing: (1) Logic
programs (without heavy use of extra–logical features and/or optimization techniques) can be considered executable specifications; this characteristic is well known and makes logic programming ideal for fast and cheap prototyping, especially when we have to face complex problems: testing a distributed multi–agent system can be a very hard matter, so the verification of implementation choices on a simple prototype helps very much in the system design. (2) Building a multi–agent system modelling a complex real–world problem requires as a primary necessity to integrate different kinds of software modules, even written in various programming languages. Further, a complete specification system have to permit also the integration of a set of languages for the definition of the behaviour of the agents in a unique executable specification. We think both kinds of integration can be made simpler using meta–programming techniques and easy to carry out in a logic programming paradigm.

Our system is an ongoing project and, even if has proven itself very satisfying in the experiments carried on, has some limitations and rigid solutions that we hope to improve in the future; it is a real experimental research activity and it is open to extensions, according to the needs of new complex applications which will be specified using it.

The organization of the paper is the following: in section 2 we present our model of multi–agent system; in section 3 we illustrate the methodology to obtain an executable specification in conformity with our model; section 4 shows how a real–world problem (planning goods transportation) has been faced using our approach; finally, the last section discusses related and future work.

2 Agents as logical theories

A main component of our system is a programming language which manages agents, designed along the lines of KBMS1 [5]. Such a language (we named it ACLPL - i.e., Agent Constraint Logic Programming Language) is implemented in the constraint logic programming language Eclipse [1] and extends standard (constraint) logic programming providing an environment in which the global knowledge is partitioned into theories. We use the term theory to mean a knowledge–base, made up of facts and rules, which is logically separated from other knowledge–bases; over a theory, our language defines the primitives load, prove and update, as explained below. An agent is a theory enriched with the functionalities send and receive which allow it to exchange messages; it is written in ACLPL, and its code may contain primitives concerning communication and updating. At the moment ACLPL is strictly bound to Eclipse, in fact it is Eclipse with some extensions to deal with theories and agents. The behaviour of an agent consists essentially in executing different operations depending on the messages it receives and its internal state; in an object oriented perspective, an agent may be seen as an object with updatable attributes (or state), and accessed via methods (or programs) concerning communication.

Communication. In our model each agent may have a communication channel towards any other agent, according to the chosen topology of communication; we assume that a message can reach the receiver within a maximum fixed time. In the channel there isn’t any order between messages, so a message sent before another, may be received after the latter (always respecting the maximum time of permanence in the channel). Messages are written in a language which is a subset of KQML [6]; we chose this communication language both because it is becoming worth used in the agents community, and because it allows to make the content of a message independent from the message itself: we’ll
see below this is a useful feature to develop applications involving integration of multi-language environments. The communication primitives an agent can use are *send* and *receive*; exchanging messages happens asynchronously: the send primitive is not blocking (i.e., an agent performing a send doesn’t wait the addressee has received it), whereas the receive blocks the execution of an agent until any message is in its input channel. The system handles send and receive in a way that ensures the atomicity of managing a message; even if many *sends* are spread all over the definition of an agent’s behaviour related to receiving a particular message, the system records them and performs them all as last action, avoiding interruptions while the agent is running.

**Updating.** Receiving a message usually updates the agent’s knowledge–base, adding or removing information, and leading the agent into a new state; so a primitive *update*, with the list of updates as its argument, is provided in our language. The system handles request of *update* by forwarding a private message, which asks to make the needed updates, to the agent itself; the *update* may be seen as a private method of the agent. Since the request of *update* is translated into a *send* of a message, it respects the policy of atomicity. Obviously the private messages have the highest priority and they are handled as soon as possible; however it is clear that an update made within an agent, cannot affect the agent state until it terminates the execution of the other actions (typically sending messages) implied by the message causing the update itself. This may appear a useless constraint, but it ensures the cleaness of the system semantics and the consistency between the status of the computation and the contents of the knowledge–base.

**Multi–domain integration.** A main feature of our approach is the possibility to integrate multi–language environments in a common logical framework. In our model we distinguish two sorts of agents, *logical agents* and *interface agents*. The former are able to perform complex reasoning, send and receive messages and update their knowledge base whereas the latter may be seen as the ones “responsible” of a particular domain (for example a database, a planner or a CLP system), accessible via a set of primitives defining the domain interface. The two classes of agents aren’t disjoint: an agent could be both a logical agent and an interface agent. Figure 1 shows a possible situation: a logical agent coordinates two interface agents.

![Figure 1: A multi–agent system: a logical agent interacts with two interface agents.](image-url)
As we said above, choosing \textit{KQML} as communication language among agents gives us the complete independence between the content of a message and the message itself. When an interface agent receives a message, an appropriate \textit{interpreter} is used to manage its content and access on the agent’s domain in an appropriate way. The content of a message represents a call to the agent’s domain: by defining different interpreters it is possible to manage different domain languages in a natural way.

In our model there is a unique communication language (\textit{KQML}), known by every agent in the system, and possibly different languages to access the various domain. At the moment all agents are written in ACLPL: in a logical agent there isn’t any difference between the communication language and the domain language (they are integrated in a unique language) whereas an interface agent could be seen as a logical agent that can use only the communication primitives to exchange informations, without the capability to perform complex reasoning, but with the ability to access external modules via its interpreter. The integration of external “intelligent” agents implemented in different languages and communicating via KQML messages is possible: an interface between our system and the outer world populated by those heterogeneous agents is under study.

\textbf{System simulation.} To simulate the behaviour of a multi–agent system in a mono–processor environment as the one in which our \textit{Eclipse} works, we realized a scheduler which activates in turn each agent, allowing it to inspect its input channel and manage the messages it received. Even the scheduler is a theory: in such a way it is possible to have a homogeneous logical interpretation of the whole system (scheduler and agents). To start a simulation four steps have to be done:

1. Entering \textit{Eclipse} environment;
2. Compiling the source code of our system, to make available the \textit{ACLPL} language;
3. Loading all agents (written using \textit{ACLPL}) into the system;
4. Initializing the communication channels of some agents, putting in them some messages which \textit{fire} the communication.

Primitives for the last two steps are provided. The primitive \textit{load} is provided to load the code of an agent into the \textit{Eclipse} knowledge–base. Meta–programming techniques are used to add to the clauses of this code the information that they belong to a specific agent, and they must be considered separate from all the other clauses present in the \textit{Eclipse} knowledge–base, as if the agent resided on a different processor. A primitive \textit{initialize} is provided to put some initial messages in some channels.

The scheduling process halts when every channel is empty: if no message has to be managed, no message will be consequently sent, and the exchange is run out.

The \textit{prove} primitive, which proves a goal using only the knowledge of a particular agent, is called by the scheduler and the goal it proves is the predicate \textit{activate} that must be defined in the code of each agent to activate the receiving of messages. Receiving a message leads an agent to change its state and dispatch messages according to its behaviour.
3 The executable specification

The approach we use to obtain and test an executable specification is quite simple, and it can be summarized in the following steps:

1. **Identification of the set of agents the application needs.** In this step the specification developer decides the static structure of the system he wants to realize; he chooses the kind of agents, as well as the interconnection topology among them.

2. **High–level informal description of the interactions among agents.** This step consists on choosing the communication protocol between each pair of connected agents that is the set of KQML performatives they use during the communication.

3. **Implementation of each agent by means of a different logical theory.** The developer specifies the behaviour of the agents: what they are able to do and how they perform it.

4. **Execution of the obtained system.** In this step the implementation choices are tested, checking if the system does what it has been built to do.

Steps 1 and 2 are still quite informal, in fact we haven’t still realized any tool for performing them, while step 3 has been developed in a more formal way. We envisage to use, in the future, some more established software engineering tool for the automatization of the various steps.

How we said above, every agent has a state, i.e, the knowledge about itself and the system it is part of. When an agent receives a message, it can handle it in different ways, according to its state. Handling a message leads to a change of state, and to forwarding other messages. In accordance with these observations, we have used a simple description of the behaviour of an agent; we defined a function

$$\text{behaviour} : \text{Agent} \times \text{State} \times \text{Message} \rightarrow \text{State} \times \mathcal{P}(\text{Message})$$

The message $M$, received in the state $S$ by agent $A$, drives the receiver in a state $S_1$, and causes it to send the messages $M_1, \ldots, M_n$, iff

$$\text{behaviour}(A, S, M) = (S_1, \{M_1, \ldots, M_n\})$$

The messages are predicates with their arguments. It is trivial to translate them into ACLPL facts.

For what the communication is concerned, we think the function $\text{behaviour}$ gives a sufficient detail of specification (the set of message the agent have to send is given explicitly), whereas the actions the agent has to do when it receives a message (that lead it into a new state) aren’t in general sufficiently defined. In fact, if the actions are limited to control the current state and to update it according to the result of the control, this is easily programmed directly in ACLPL but, if the agent has to perform more complex actions, we need a more accurate high–level specification. Further, ACLPL is a logical language, so for a non–logic programmer it can be not so easy to program an agent. For these reasons we are thinking about our system as a multi–language specification environment, in which a set of specification languages (useful for describing different kinds of behaviour) can be integrated using meta–programming techniques; in this way, a specification written in a high–level language could be mapped into an ACLPL executable specification by means of a suitable interpreter for it.
The executions on test cases of the resulting system (step 4) can of course give many feedbacks to the previous steps; it can be used to tune the implementation choices previously done.

4 Planning goods transportation

The application example we present has been realized in cooperation with Elsag–Bailey, an Italian company that operates on international scale providing services automation.

We propose a model for the problem of planning goods transportation: a client has to transport goods from a place to another, specifying the hour in which the goods must leave, and choosing whether to save money or time. He doesn’t know how the great companies of delivery (Posts, Federal Express, DHL, ...) are organized, and which transporters are present on the territory; he would like to take advantage of a reliable service, which ensures him that the goods will reach destination respecting the constraints of minimizing time or cost, and allowing him to ignore every other detail. To solve this problem we followed the steps outlined in the previous section.

Step 1: identification of the set of agents. We identified four kinds of agents: client, agency, distributor and transporter. The first, which has to send goods, can communicate only with the agency. This one communicates with clients and distributors, to solve the client’s problem. The third is involved in the delivery of goods; it exchanges messages with the agency, other distributors, and transporters. Finally, the last, which carries out the physical transport, can only communicate with distributors. All these agents are logical agents, the application we developed didn’t need any kind of software integration.

Step 2: choosing the communication protocol. The messages recognized by all the agents identified in step 1 are the performatives ask and reply (KQML like); it is possible to specify if the ask needs a reply or not. The contents of these performatives are written in ACLPL, i.e., they are requests to the logical agents that don’t need any special interpreter.

Step 3: building the agents. A system behaviour according to the previous steps can be obtained by different implementations of agents. In this step we fix the particular implementation defined by an instance of the general function described in section 3; it was easy and natural to translate it into ACLPL.

An example of definition of the function behaviour is given in figure 2 and from this definition we can define:

\[
\text{behaviour}(\text{Transporter, State, Message}) = (\text{New\_state, Set\_of\_messages\_to\_send})
\]

The strategy we chose is inform–reserve, with a stage of information retrieval, and a stage of actual reservation.

The client is not explicitly coded: it is simulated by the system user, that puts his request in the channel of agency, using the primitive initialize. The agency receives a query from the client, forwards it to one of the distributors present in the departure place, and when this distributor answers, it sends a message containing the results of the mission to the client.
if
Message =
ask(
  content(
    information about(  
      from(Place1), to(Place2),
      how many(Number),
      mission id(Identifier, N_mission)),
    language(eclipse),
    ontology(planning_transport),
    reply(yes),
    sender(Sender), receiver(Transporter))
and State = state of the agent Transporter
and the agent Transporter calculates that List_time_cost is the list of departure times
and costs, relative to transports from Place1 to Place2, in which more than Number
places are available
then
  New state = State;
  Set of messages to send =
  { reply(
     content(
       information about(  
         from(Place1), to(Place2),
         informations(List_time_cost),
         mission_id(Identifier, N_mission)),
       language(eclipse),
       ontology(planning_transport),
       sender(Transporter), receiver(Sender) ) }
reservations already made, and tries to reserve a sub–optimum way (it records all ways found, so it hasn’t to ask information again).

If reservations fail on all the roads found, or if no road was found, the distributor informs the agency that the mission failed. Then the agency informs the client about the failure.

The transporters have a wide knowledge about all the details of time and costs of the different tracks, but they don’t perform complex reasoning; in fact, they give only information to the distributors and reserve places for them.

To give an idea of the complexity of the problem, it is sufficient to say that the distributors must recognize and handle 13 different instances of ask and reply, and that in an example with five concurrent missions, more than 100 messages have been exchanged.

**Step 4: executing the specification.** As seen before, the executable specification is made up by agents implemented as communicating logical theories, loaded and handled by our system. The time passing by, is simulated by setting to zero a global clock, common to all the agents in the system, when the simulation starts, and adding one unit to it, whenever the Round–Robin scheduler completes a round. Messages have associated to them a random time–stamp ranged between the current time and the current time more ten, which indicates when the message has to be managed.

The lines of code of our software agents are about 500 for the agency, about 700 for the transporters and about 7500 for the distributors. The operating system for the execution of the specification required about 1000 lines of code. For what the developing time of the project is concerned, we spent about two person–months to carry out the formal specification (steps 1–3) and less than one person–month to translate it into ACLPL (step 3); using a logic language for the implementation of the agents has certainly made this translation very quick and immediate. Finally, another person–month was then used to test and correct the first, static specification (step 4).

**5 Related and future work**

Attempts to use logic languages for programming multi–agent systems have been done by various authors (see for example [2, 4]); in these papers the emphasis is especially on semantic aspects of the language. Our approach is different: the goal we have put at the top of our interests is proving that logic programming can be used for the specification of real–world complex applications even involving the integration of heterogeneous data and software modules, modelled by means of multi–agent systems.

An interesting example of integration methodology is presented in Hermes [7], a system for integrating informations from diverse sources. The Hermes technology permits a user to submit the system, in a transparent way, queries involving accesses to heterogeneous data sources, without worrying about the organization of each domain. In our approach this could be modelled using only interface agents towards the different domains and a unique logical agent that receives the query from the user and submit it to the appropriate set of interface agents. Of course, to reason about heterogeneous information a semantic integration among the data is needed. With this integration and having, as we have, the possibility to define more logical agents, we’ll be able to model more complex problems: scenarios in which many active components (logical agents) in–
teract with each other, as well as with passive components (interface agents), the “doors” towards different data/software environments.

We use a CLP language as an implementation tool; this choice can be useful in the integration of different CLP environments [3] in a common framework, a promising application field of our approach.

The specification of a planner for goods transportation is a first demonstration of the potentialities of our approach. To obtain a complete specification system a lot of work has still to be done. Developing techniques and tools for the automatization of the system building process is indispensable for the realization of a system easy to use. From a logical point of view the study of the semantics of the languages used for the specification is certainly interesting; this can supply formal methods to study the system’s properties.
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